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CHAPTER I

To any reader of Ulysses or A Portrait of the Artist 
as a Young Man, it is obvious that James Joyce makes 
extensive use of mythological patterns to organize his 
material and supply it with deeper levels of meaning.
Y/hy Joyce employs this method is explained by T. S. Eliot

In using the myth, in manipulating a continuous 
parallel between contemporarity and antiquity,
Mr. Joyce is pursuing . . .  a way of controlling, 
of ordering, of giving a shape and a significance 
to the immense panorama of futility and anarchy 
which is contemporary history. . . . It is . . . 
a step toward making the modern world possible 
in art. 1

Y/ith the Daedalus and Ulysses parallels, Joyce certainly 
has made his modern world, Ireland, into art. But 
Joyce does not limit himself to antiquity, for Ireland 
at the turn of the nineteenth century has her own heroes,
and Joyce becomes modern myth-maker to help shape the 
contemporary world. This modern myth in Ireland centers 
about the figure of Charles Stewart Parnell. That
Joyce, himself living in voluntary exile from Ireland 
from 1904 until his death in 1941, should choose an
Irish political leader for his myth seems a contradiction 
of the principle boldly announced by Stephen Dedalus in *

"*T. S. Eliot as quoted in Harry levin, James Joyce: 
A Critical Introduction (Norfolk, Connecticut, 19b0~], 
p. 207.
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the Portrait: "You talk to me of nationality, language,
preligion. I shall try to fly by those nets." But

the posturings of young Stephen should not be confused
with the actual opinions of a mature James Joyce.

That Joyce was interested in the Irish cause can
be seen in his critical writings. In. 1907, for instance,
he v/rote three articles entitled "Fenianism," "Home Rule
Comes of Age," and "Ireland at the Bar."-^ Joyce surveyed
the Irish political situation, finding fault with the
Irish as well as the British but on the whole supporting
the Sinn Fein and the independence movement. The essay
"Ireland at the Bar" is particularly interesting in its
eloquent defense of the Irish position:

Anyone who has read the telegrams launched from 
London is sure that Ireland is undergoing a period 
of unusual crime. An erroneous judgment, very 
erroneous. There is less crime in Ireland than 
in any other country in Europe. . . .  It is true 
that in recent months there were two violent 
deaths in Ireland, but at hands of British troops 
in Belfast, where the soldiers fired without 
warning on an unarmed crowd . . . There were 
attacks on cattle; but not even these were in 
Ireland, where the crowd was content to open the 
stalls and chase the cattle through several miles 
of streets, but at Great V/yrly in England, where 
for six years bestial, maddened criminals have

2James Joyce, A Portrait of the Artist as a Young 
Man (New York, 1964), p. 203.

^James Joyce, The Critical Writings of James Joyce, 
ed. Ellsworth Mason and Richard Ellmann (New York, 1959),
p p .  1 8 7 - 2 0 0 .
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ravaged the cattle to such an extent that the, 
English companies will no longer insure them.

What exactly the Irish position was, and how Charles 
Stewart Parnell fits into it needs to be established. 
Since the Act of Union of 1801, Ireland had been trying 
to free herself from British domination. Parnell, an 
Irish delegate to the British Parliament, had success
fully pursued a policy of obstructionism by using boy
cotts which forced the landowners into passage of the

c;
Land Bill of 1881. The varying factions in Irish pol
itics can be reduced to three general groups: the 
Unionists, who wished to maintain the ties with England; 
the Home Rulers, who wanted something like dominion 
status for Ireland (Parnell fits somewhere in here); and 
the Separatists, who wished a complete break with England. 
With the Land Bill, prospects were bright for a gradual 
loosening of English intervention in Irish affairs. But 
the murder of Lord Cavendish and his subordinate in 1382 
by patriotic extremists forced England to tighten the 
screws on Ireland. Parnell was libelously attacked 4 5 *

4Ibid.. pp. 119-200.
5J. C. Beckett, The Making of Modern Ireland (New 

York, 1966), pp. 391-392.
^Jules Abels, The Parnell Tragedy (New York, 1966),

pp. 196-206.
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in 1887 by political enemies and subordinates who charged
7him with involvement in those Phoenix Park murders.

The plot was uncovered, and, indeed, the crime worked 
to political advantage.

But there was no innocence in the divorce trial in 
1890; the verdict was political disaster. It had been 
a matter of common knowledge for years that Parnell had 
been maintaining an adulterous relationship with Kitty

O
O'Shea. Finally in 1890, the matter was dragged into
a divorce court; and Parnell, attacked in the English
Parliament and from Irish pulpits, found himself rejected
by the Irish parliamentary party. In a desperate effort
to recover political strength, Parnell agreed to accept
support from the separatist factions he earlier scorned
as lunatics and fools. Adaline Glasheen comments on the
Sinn Fein (so named from the Gaelic for "we, ourselves")
shift to Parnell's camp:

Until the last year of his life, the Fenian 
extremists had nothing official or public to 
do with Parnell; but in his last mad fight 
Parnell rounded on his moderation and held 
out his hands to "fenians and hillside men" 7

7Beckett, Making of Ireland, p. 393»
Q
°Robert Scholes and Richard M. Kain, editors, The 

Workshop of Daedalus (Evanston, Illinois, 1965), pp. 
133-135.
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. . . Then the Fenians gave Parnell passionate 
support, for he was attacked by their long
time enemies, the Church and England.9

But when Parnell fell from power Yeats would comment,
"The accumulated hatred of years was suddenly transferred
from England to I r e l a n d . T h i s  hatred of Irish for
Irish is seen most graphically in the Christmas-dinner
scene in Joyce's Portrait.

The death of Parnell, a year following the divorce,
seems to have been accompanied by an abundance of the
hysteria that little Stephen recounts in the Portrait:

— He is dead. We saw him lying upon the catafalque. 
A wail of sorrow went up from the people.
— Parnell, Parnell! He is dead' They fell upon 
their knees, moaning in sorrow.

The poetess Katherine Tyman, thirty years old at the
time, recalls the funeral in her Reminiscences:

The coffin was lowered. A woman shrieked and 
there was a second's confusion: then stillness 
and the silvery voice of the reader. But as 
earth touched earth— and anyone who was present 
w i l l  bear me out in this— the most glorious 
meteor sailed across the clear space of the

qvA.daline Glasheen, "Joyce and the Three Ages of 
Charles Stewart Parnell," in Joyce Miscellany, Second 
Series, ed. Marvin Magalaner XCarbondale, Illinois, 1 9 5 9 ) »  
p .  1 5 7 .

B. Yeats as quoted in Donald R. Pearce, "My 
Dead King: The Dinner Quarrel in Joyce's Portrait," 
Modern. Language Notes. LXVI (April, 1 9 5 1  ) ,  2 4 9 .

11Joyce, Portrait, p. 27.
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heavens and fell suddenly. He had omens and 
portents to the end.12

Yeats affirms these same events when he writes "a brighter 
star shoots d o rm :/ what shudders run through all that 
animal blood?/ What is this sacrifice?"^ in his poem 
entitled, "Parnell's Funeral." The poem is a dramatic 
narrative about a child slain in a primitive nature 
festival; but his death and resurrection symbolize for
Yeats the revolving year, the tragedy of history, as

«

well as the death of a great Irish statesman. The 
incredibility of Parnell's death fostered a rumor in 
Ireland that Parnell was not dead and that he would 
return at a more advantageous time. This desperate hope 
for the regeneration of the slain hero (god) to lead 
Ireland became Yeats' fertility myth. This same hope 
is easily translated for the oppressed Irish into 
Messianic terms: Parnell was betrayed^but he will return 
bringing Irish salvation. Joyce in "Home P.ule Gomes of 
Age" clearly describes Parnell's fall in terms of a 
Christ-betrayal: "The Irish parliamentary party . . .
sold their leader, Parnell, to the Pharisaical conscience

i pKatherine Tynan, Twenty Five Years' Reminiscences 
(New York, 1913), p. 350, quoted in Scholes and Kain, 
Workshop, p. 137*

"*̂ Yeats quoted in T. R. Henn, The Lonely Tower 
(London, 1950), p. 25.
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of the English Dissenters without exacting the thirty
1Apieces of silver." Five years later for an Italian 

editorial entitled "The Shade of Parnell," Joyce calls 
up "the ghost of the 'uncrowned king' . . .  it will not 
be a vindictive ghost. The melancholy which invaded 
his mind was perhaps the profound conviction that, in 
his hour of need, one of the disciples who dipped his 
hand in the same bowl with him would betray him." Joyce 
is not above making the same application to himself. In 
an August, 1912, letter to Nora, Joyce writes: "I hope 
that the day may come when I shall be able to give you 
the fame of being beside me when I have entered into my 
Kingdom.

Joyce also identifies himself with Parnell through 
the theme of betrayal. In his fight with a Dublin 
printer over Dubliners, Joyce wrote his broadside "Gas 
from a Burner":

This lovely land that always sent
Her writers and artists to banishment
And in a spirit of Irish fun
Betrayed her own leaders one by one.

^Joyce, Critical Writings, p. 196.
^Ibid., p. 228.
^Letter to Nora Barnacle Joyce, 21 August 1912, 

in James Joyce, Letters of James Joyce, ed. Richard 
Ellmann (New York, 1966), II, 309.
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'Twas Irish humor, wet and dry,
Throwing quicklime into Parnell's eye.17
But even though Ireland betrays her liberators,

literary as well as political, Joyce still undertakes 
18his mission in Ireland. The exile writes: "I fight 

to retain them [disputed passages between Joyce and his 
printer over Dubliners] because I believe that in com
posing my chapter of moral history17 18 19 20 in exactly the way
I have composed it I have taken the first step towards

onthe spiritual liberation of my country,"

17Joyce, Critical Writings, p. 243*
18Even with this conscious use of Parnell/Christ 

to sanctify his course, Joyce can, on occasion, put him
self in good perspective. At twenty-three, he writes to 
his brother, Stanislaus: "If you look back on my rela
tions with friends and relatives you will see that it 
was a youthfully exaggerated feeling of the maldisposition 
of affairs which urged me to pounce upon the falsehood 
in their attitudes towards me as an excuse for escapes." 
Letter to Stanislaus Joyce, 2 or 3 May, 1905 in Joyce, 
Letters, ed. Ellmann, II, ¿9.

19"Moral history" is rather unusual terminology for 
the apostate exile. Prances Boldereff, Reading Finnegans 
Wake (Woodward, Pennsylvania, 1959), chapter one, sees’ 
Joyce as a modern Ollave. In pre-Christian Ireland these 
poet-specialists held the foremost place in the social 
structure. Herbert Howarth, The Irish Writers: 1880- 
1940 (New York, 1959), p. 18, investigates the Irish 
passion in Yeats and Shaw to write the sacred book.
Perhaps Joyce's "moral history" bears some relation here.

20Letter to Grant Richards, 20 May 1906, in James 
Joyce, Letters of James Joyce, ed. Stuart Gilbert (New 
York, 1957), pp. 62-63.
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Through the critical writings and letters, then,
Joyce shows his concern with Irish politics, particularly 
with the figure of Charles Stewart Parnell. As a figure, 
conceived in mythic terms of betrayal and return, Parnell 
functions as a power, as a dramatic character, and 
finally, as a personality in the Joyce canon. In the 
early works, Dubliners and A Portrait of the Artist as 
a Young Man, the public side of Parnell is stressed.
Thus, as a man in relation to Irish society, Parnell 
provides the theme of betrayal, and, as an absent power, 
serves as a barometer for Irish politics. In the familial 
investigations of Ulysses (begun, of course, in Portrait), 
the more private aspects, although publicly known, of 
Parnell's life become emphasized. Through his involve
ment in a domestic triangle, Parnell takes on dramatic

piproportions as a participating character in Ulysses.
With Finnegans Wake, Joyce's treatment of the Parnell- 
figure becomes more refined in the delicate area of 
personality; here the nature of Parnell, the man him
self, is investigated. But Finnegans Wake, universal in 
its total view, also encompasses the early functions of 21

21 It should be noted that as a political power 
Parnell still pervades Ulysses and that Stephen's 
association with Parnell in Portrait makes Parnell a 
character even in the early work.



Parnell as a man related to family and to society. The 
use of the Pamell-figure throughout Joyce's fiction, 
thus, provides a method for detecting Joyce's shift in 
view-point— from regional to universal. Parnell also 
functions as a means to supply continuity of theme in 
Joyce's work.



CHAPTER II

With the publication of Dubliners in 1914, James 
Joyce finally found a voice in Ireland. But the nine 
years spent in getting these fifteen stories in print 
should convince even the least suspicious mind1 that 
Joyce's exposure of the Irish national character, par
ticularly in its treatment of Charles Stewart Parnell, 
touched a nerve in the national conscience. Joyce sums 
up his difficulties in a letter to W. B. Yeats:

I suppose you will have heard of the 
fate of my book Dubliners. Roberts refused 
to publish it and finally agreed to sell me 
the first edition for 30 pounds so that I 
might publish it myself. Then the printer 
refused to hand over the 1000 copies which 
he had printed either to me or to anyone 
else and actually broke up the type and burned 
the whole first edition. 2

To justify his work (not quite the Christlike silence 
proposed in the Portrait), Joyce writes:

It is not my fault that the odour of ash
pits and old weeds and offal hangs round my

Richard Ellmann, "Introduction," Letters of James 
Joyce, II, xlv, comments that "Joyce often appeared to" 
be cold and aloof, but in his own view . . .  he thought 
of himself most fondly as fragile and vulnerable," This 
paranoia and distrust marked most of his dealings with 
people, at times even with his wife. However, Joyce 
noted (see Chapter I, p. 8 , footnote 18 in text above) 
he was not above exaggerating facts for his purpose.

^Letter to W. B. Yeats, 19 September 1912, in 
Letters of James Joyce, ed. Stuart Gilbert, pp. 71-72.
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stories. I seriously believe that you will 
retard the course of civilization in Ireland 
by preventing the Irish people from having 
one good look at themselves in my nicely pol
ished looking-glass.3

This mirror reflects varying states of moral, spiritual, 
social, and intellectual "paralysis," but as William 
York Tindall points out, "the moral center of Dubliners 
. . .  is not paralysis alone but the revelation of 
paralysis to its victims."^

The sequence of stories moves from boyhood to 
maturity, from particular to general. The last four 
stories comprise the sequence concerning public life, 
with "Ivy Day in the Committee Room" making explicit 
use of Charles Stewart Parnell to reveal the squalor in 
national politics. The story is set in 1 9 0 1  or 1 9 0 2  

on October 6 , the anniversary of Parnell's death. The 
function of the dead hero is to provide a point or center 
from which the value of the characters in the story may 
be judged. The men in the Committee Room comprise a 
wide variety of political positions; in fact, disloyalty 
is practically the only point on which they agree, fir. 
O'Connor has been engaged by Richard Tierney, running

■^Letter to Grant Richards, 23 J u n e  1 9 0 6 ,  in Ibid., 
pp. 63-64.

4William York Tindall, A Reader's Guide to James 
Joyce (New York, 1959), p. 4.
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for municipal election, to canvass part of the ward.
But O'Connor's attitude toward politics is anything but
dedicated, for when the weather is bad, he spends the
day sitting by the fire, wondering when he will be paid:
"That's a nice how-do-you-do," said Mr. O'Connor. "How
does he expect us to work for him if he won't slump 

5up." O'Connor's candidate, Mr. Tierney, runs for
Parnell's own Home Rule Party but, instead of carrying
on for the dead "Chief," opposes everything Parnell stood
for. Tierney gets votes by pay (not policy and loyalty)
and, in seeking re-election as "P. L. G." (Poor Law
Guardian), would popularly be regarded as an oppressor
of the people,^ while Parnell was best known for his
attempts to help the poor by land reform. The irony of
the situation is that, unlike the Irish desertion of
Parnell, Tierney keeps his followers even when they are
aware of Tierney's shoddy politics:

"Our man won't vote for the address," said 
Mr. O'Connor. "He goes in on the Nationalist 
ticket [Home Rule Party]."

"Won't he?" said Mr. Hynes. "Wait till 
you see whether he will or not. I know him.
Is it Tricky Dicky Tierney?"

Ĵanies Joyce, Dubliners (New York, 1958), p. 123. 
Hereafter references from this Compass Book edition will 
be interpolated in the text as D, p. 123.

^See Don Gifford, Notes for Joyce (New York, 1967), 
p. 59 under "P. L. G."
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"By God! perhaps you're right, Joe," 
said Mr. O'Connor. "Anyway, I wish he'd turn 
up with the spondulics [money]" (D, p. 122).
This same superficial alliance is noted in Mr. 

Crofton's politics: "He had been a canvasser for Wilkins, 
the Conservative, but when the Conservatives had with
drawn their man and, choosing the lesser of two evils, 
given their support to the Nationalist candidate, he 
had been engaged to work for Mr. Tierney" (D, p. 131).
Even Old Jack, the caretaker, changes positions freely. 
When questioned about Colgan, the working man's candidate, 
Jack scornfully calls him a "tinker," that is, a tin
smith (of the lower class), a term which also implies 
shiftiness and thievery. After Hynes defends Colgan,
Jack changes sides by saying, "God be with them times"
(D, p. 122), referring to Parnell's efforts to help the 
laboring class. Thus, from scorning the laboring class 
as unfit for leadership, Jack now aligns himself with 
that party.

Part of the debate in the Committee Room concerns 
a proposed visit by Edward VII to Ireland. For the Irish 
to acknowledge the English king would be to recant on 
their desire for independence as well as to condone 
Edward's early life of affairs with married women. Henchy, 
who undoubtedly condemned Parnell's involvement in the
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divorce proceedings, finds Edward "just an ordinary-
knockabout like you and me. He's fond of his glass of
grog and he's a bit of a rake, perhaps, and he's a good
sportsman. Damn it, can't we Irish play fair?" (D, p.
132). The motivation of such hypocrisy is greed:

"What we want is this country . . .  is capital.
The King's coming here will mean an influx of 
money into this country. The citizens of 
Dublin will benefit by it. . . . It's capital 
we want" (D, p. 131).

For another spectator, Irish fair play must operate
within a narrow moral code, but this second attitude is
at least not hypocritical:

"What I mean," said Mr. Lyons, "is we have our 
ideals. Why, now, would we welcome a man like 
that? Do you think after what he did Parnell 
was a fit man to lead us? And why, then, would 
we do it for Edward the Seventh?" (D, p. 132).

This is the kind of Irish narrow-mindedness that Joyce
exposes in the Portrait when Dante retorts: "He
[Parnell] was no longer worthy to lead, . . .  He was

7a public sinner."
One figure, Mr. Hynes, seems the best of the lot, 

for he recognizes the corruption of Tierney; defends 
Colgan, the people's candidate; and, unlike the rest, 
seems to have remained with Parnell after the party 
disavowal: "There's one of them, anyhow," said Mr. Henchy,

Joyce, Portrait, p. 32.7
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"that didn't renege him [Parnell]. By God, I'll say
for you, Joe [Hynes]! No, by God, you stuck to him
like a man!" (I), p. 133). Although Hynes slips into
sentimental rhetoric in his poem, "The Death of Parnell":

Shame on the coward, caitiff hands
That smote their Lord or with a kiss 

Betrayed him to the rabble-rout
Of fawning priests— no friends of his (D, p. 134),

Joyce treats this Dubliner with more sympathy than any
of the other characters. It may be that Hynes' poem
is reminiscent of a poem the nine-year-old-Joyce wrote
denouncing Tim Healy (once a supporter of Parnell) under
the title, "Et Tu, Healy." John Joyce had the poem
printed and distributed, but no copy survives of Joyce's
first literary endeavor. Ellmann quotes Stanislaus
Joyce who remembered that it ended with the dead Parnell
(transposed to a Phoenix in Hynes' poem: "his spirit
may/Rise, like the Phoenix from the flames," D, p. 135)
looking down on the grovelling mass of Irish politicians
from

His quaint-perched aerie on the crop of Time 
Y/here the rude din of this . . . century 
Can trouble him no more,”

Magalaner points out that this first proverbial work is 
"poor poetry, questionable politics, and sentimental

O
°Richard Ellmann, James Joyce (New York, 1959), p.

33 .
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rhetoric . . . [It is] also indicative of the decay 
of taste in aesthetics, . . .  in journalism."^ V/ith 
Hynes' poem, Joyce is satirizing”*® the kind of artist 
he might have become had he remained in Ireland. When 
Hynes is finished reciting his poem, the last bottle 
of stout, placed near the fire to build up enough gas 
to remove the cork, emits an apologetic "Pok!" The 
sound not only "supplies the suitable comment [that] 
Dublin's eloquence of whatever sort is gas from a 
bottle, " ”*1 but it also identifies Hynes with Crofton 
and Lyons whose bottles were also opened in this manner. 
Thus, although they wear the ivy leaf for Parnell, the 
men gathered in the committee room mock any homage to 
"The Uncrowned King" by their compromise in positions 
and candidates.

The Christmas dinner in A Portrait of the Artist 
As a Young Man contains this same scene of degraded 
nationalism. The political compromise so evident in 
"Ivy Day" is probably best captured in the Portrait in * 10

^Marvin Magalaner and Richard M. Kain, Joyce: The 
Man, the Work, the Reputation (New York, 195^),' p. 84.

10Joyce also satirizes his earliest poem in Pinnegans 
Wake. See footnote 29, page 53, chapter 4 on Finnegans 
Wake.

Tindall, Reader's Guide to Joyce, p. 36.1 1
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the figure of Mr. Casey. Stephen recalls that Mr.
Casey made "speeches from a wagonette. That was what

1 2he had been in prison for." That John Casey pi'e-
scribed to the Fenian pledge to free Ireland by armed
violence (contrary to the moderate policies of Parnell)
is clear from his references to "our friend Christopher
. . . manufacturing that champagne for those fellows"
(P, p. 28). Gifford notes that Christopher is "apparently
a hotel keeper engaged in the clandestine manufacture
of bombs for the Fenians; . . . [the] champagne [is] for
' b o m b s . ' N o w  Casey gives allegiance to Parnell, but
only when Parnell is a lost cause.

Mr. Casey, freeing his arms from his 
holders, suddenly bowed his head on his hands 
with a sob of pain.

— Poor Parnell! he cried loudly. My 
dead King! He sobbed loudly and bitterly 
(P, P. 39).

Allegiance to the dead Parnell is also made by young 
Stephen but for non-political reasons, v/hen Stephen is 
sick in the infirmary at Clongowes, he thinks of dying 
and conceives of his own death in very romantic terms: 1

1 2James Joyce, A Portrait of the Artist As a Young 
Man (New York, 1964) p. 37. Hereafter references to 
this Compass Book edition will be interpolated in the 
text as P, p. 37.

^Gifford, Notes, p. 92 under Christopher and 
Champagne.
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The rector would he there in a cope of black 
and gold and there would be tall yellow candles 
on the altar and round the catafalque. . . .  he 
would be buried in the little graveyard of the 
community off the main avenue of limes. . . .
How beautiful and sad that was! . . .  He wanted 
to cry quietly but not for himself: for the 
words, so beautiful and sad, like music. The 
bell! The bell! Farewell! 0 farewell*
(P, P. 24).

Stephen's romanticized picture of himself on his cata
falque is followed three pages later by Stephen's 
glamourous vision of Parnell "lying upon the catafalque" 
(3P, p. 27). With this juxtaposition, the young Stephen 
identifies himself with Parnell, especially Parnell as 
dead. This romanticized identification becomes signifi
cant in the scene which follows (at the Christmas table) 
when reality begins to intrude, and Stephen, although 
still unaware of the political situation, begins to 
sense the ominous consequence of his envious identifi
cation.

The importance of the Christmas dinner scene is 
evident from Joyce's casting into twelve pages the most 
intense dialogue in his Portrait. The basic value of 
the Christmas dinner, as mentioned above, is in estab
lishing the sensitivity of young Stephen to the political 
scene. Stephen is in his first year at Clongowes, which
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would make him seven years old.1̂  Thus he is cast as 
an innocent viewer of the Christmas scene, unformed 
politically, the embryo of the aesthetic. Stephen's 
political innocence is carefully spelled out many pages 
earlier. Stephen is sitting in study hall and relates 
how "he opened the lid of his desk and changed the 
number pasted up inside from seventy-seven to seventy- 
six. But the Christmas vacation was very far away, but 
one time it would come because the earth moved around, 
always" (P, p. 15). Seventy-six days before Christmas 
in October 10, the day of Parnell's funeral. The young 14

14A minor juggling of facts in this scene, especially 
Joyce's telescoping of time, shows some significance 
above simple artistic compression. The essence of the 
Christmas conflict in the Portrait seems to have been 
patterned on a real episode, for Joyce's biographer, 
Richard Ellmann, Joyce, p. 33, relates that John Joyce 
(the Simon of the Portrait) and John Kelly (Mr. Casey) 
"raged and wept over Parnell's betrayal and death, and 
Dante Conway [Rioraan], full of venomous piety, left the 
table. The argument was so acrimonious that the Vances 
heard it across the street." This real Christmas was 
two and one-half months after Parnell's death on 
October 6 , 1891. Thus Joyce had to be in his third 
year at Clongowes and nine years old rather than the 
seven-year-old Stephen in the account related in the 
Portrait. This juggling is quite "proper" in view of 
the Portrait as fiction. But the significance of the 
shift may also have something to do with the poem, "Et 
Tu, Healy," that Joyce supposedly wrote at age nine.
It would seem that Joyce deliberately made Stephen too 
young to be the angry young poet, Joyce may even go so 
far as to have Stephen deny authorship of "Et Tu, Healy": 
"He saw himself . . . trying to write a poem about 
Parnell . . . But his brain had then refused to grapple 
with the theme" (P, p. 70).
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boy tries to study geography, but soon his thoughts 
wander to the time "Dante had ripped the green velvet 
back off the brush that was for Parnell. . . . That was 
called politics. There were two sides in it. . . .  It 
pained him that he did not know well what politics meant" 
(P, pp. 16-17).

As Stephen listens to the argument at the Christmas 
table, a timid participation begins when he wonders to 
himself: "Who was right then?" (P, p. 35). But imme
diately his romantic dream takes over: "And he remembered 
the evening in the infirmary in Clongowes, the dark 
waters, the light at the pierhead and the moan of the 
sorrow from the people when they had heard [that Parnell 
was dead]" (P, p. 35). But the dawning realism of 
Parnell's betrayal and the violent emotions unleashed 
at the table celebrating the Prince of Peace impinge 
on romanticism, and at the close of the dinner, "Stephen, 
raising his terrorstricken face, saw that his father's 
eyes were full of tears" (P, p. 39). But even though 
the reality of betrayal breaks through enough to produce 
terror, Stephen's inability to comprehend the Christmas 
scene is still evident. In Chapter II when Stephen is 
a little older, he recalls that earlier Christmas:

He saw himself sitting at his table in Bray the
morning after the discussion at the Christmas
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dinnertable, trying to write a poem about 
Parnell on the back of one of his father's 
second moiety notices. But his brain had 
then refused to grapple with the theme and, 
desisting, he had covered the page with the 
names and addresses of certain of his class
mates :

Roderick Kickham 
John Lawton 
Anthony MacSwiney 
Simon Moonan

Now it seemed as if he would fail again but 
by dint of brooding on the incident, he 
thought himself into confidence (P, p. 70).

To write such a poem about Parnell would be a political
act, an act contrary to Stephen's artistic nature. It
is important at this point not to confuse Stephen with
Joyce (See footnote 14 of this Chapter); young Joyce
could be a political activist, but to Stephen, politics
is merely one of the "nets" to be gotten over. The
only kind of poem one sees Stephen capable of completing
deals with love: "The verses told only of the night and
the balmy breeze and the maiden lustre of the moon" (P,
p. 70). His ability to complete a conventional love
lyric, dedicated to E___ C_____ a shadowy remnant of
the Emma Clery15 in the Stephen Hero fragment, contrasted
with his inability to deal with a political subject,
foreshadows the decision he will make at the end of the 1

1-^Perhaps it is significant that Emma, like Yeats' 
Maud Gonne, is quite active in the nationalist movement. 
Both Yeats and Joyce find Ireland a jealous lover.
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Portrait— to elevate art above everything else, politics
included. It is a natural progression for the boy who,
earlier at Clongowes, found himself the leader of the
Yorkists in an arithmetic contest. Stephen wears a
white rose and tries to rally to the challenge of "Gome
on now, York! Forge ahead!" (P, p. 12). Stephen and
Jack Lawton are to battle for first place:

Then all his eagerness passed away and he felt 
his face quite cool. He thought his face must 
be white because it felt so cool. He could not 
get out the answers for the sum but it did not 
matter. ’White roses and red roses; those were 
beautiful colours to think of. . . . But you 
could not have a green rose. But perhaps some
where in the world you could (P, p. 12).
To find this green rose, the "loveliness which has

not yet come into the world" (P, p. 251), Stephen would
not only transcend political factions, he would also
outgrow his earlier romanticizing. As a young adolescent,
Stephen accompanies his father on a trip to Cork. It
is there that Stephen becomes painfully aware of the
shoddy realities of his father's early life; and this
reality (for "nothing stirred within his soul but a
cold and cruel and loveless lust. His childhood was
dead" P, p. 96) dispells romanticism. Not only has he
lost faith in his father, but Stephen also has severed
his connections with Parnell, an obvious father-figure.
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Walking now beside his father, Stephen, recalls the time
he was sick in the infirmary:

But he had not died then. Parnell had died.
There had been no mass for the dead in the 
chapel and no procession. He had not died 
but he had faded out like a film in the sun.
He had been lost or had wandered out of exis
tence for he no longer existed. How strange to 
think of him passing out of existence in such a 
way, not by death but by fading out in the sun 
or by being lost and forgotten somewhere in 
the universe! (p, p. 93).

Stephen's young-boy-self fades away together with its 
identification with Parnell.

Thus, Parnell serves as a fixed point or power from 
which the reader of the Portrait can judge not only the 
political scene but also Stephen's progress towards 
reality. In Stephen's search for a father, Parnell 
fades temporarily from the scene, together with his 
natural father, only to be revived in the finding of 
Bloom (Parnell) in Ulysses, when the cycle is repeated. 
But for the time being in the Portrait, Parnell, as 
caught up in degraded nationalism, is an inadequate 
father. Turning from Parnell, Stephen embraces the 
fatherhood of the Church and eventually turns from that 
to the fatherhood of art, calling on Daedalus, "Old 
father, old artificer" (P, p. 252). But the early iden
tity with Parnell is helpful, structurally; for Parnell, 
conceived in terms of betrayal and crucifixion (See
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Chapter I and Hynes' poem in the present chapter), 
anticipates the identity with Christ, and when Parnell 
is viewed as Stephen's father and at the same time iden
tified with Stephen, the Parnell-figure doubles the 
pattern of Stephen being both father-Daedalus and son- 
Icarus. This theme of son-consubstantial-with-his- 
father will find explicit statement in Stephen's theory 
in Ulysses: "Hamlet's grandson is Shakespeare's grand
father and . . .  he himself is the ghost of his own 

16father." Thus, Parnell functions in the Portrait as 
a means to delineate the degraded nationalism against 
which Stephen declares non-serviam, and as identified 
with Stephen and with his father, Parnell foreshadows 
the father-son motif which is central to Ulysses.

16James Joyce, Ulysses (New York, 1961), p. 18



CHAPTER I I I

Leopold Bloom has been the subject, in the last 
forty-five years, of a variety of character analyses.
In addition to the obvious Odysseus parallel, William 
York Tindall, interpreting Joyce's modern world, sees 
Bloom as Jesus;"* Stanley Sultan notes the Christ-parallel 
and also finds a correspondence with Elijah, and in a 
recent study, Bernard Benstock finds Bloom ("L. Boom") 
as the dreamer in Finnegans Wake.̂  Since Bloom seems 
open to these interpretations, it will be the purpose 
of this chapter to establish another association: Bloom 
with Parnell. With this relationship established (even 
if the correspondence is taken as "inverted," or some
what satiric since Bloom is not a figure of national 
importance) another level of meaning can be added to the 
Father-Son motif of Bloom and Stephen.

Leopold Bloom's politics can be seen as similar to

"'william York Tindall, James Joyce: His Way of 
Interpreting the Modern World (New 'York, 1950"), pp. 35-

pStanley Sulton, The Argument of Ulysses (Columbus, 
Ohio, 1964), pp. 136, 246, 255.

•^Bernard Benstock, "L. Boom as Dreamer in Finnegans 
Wake," PMLA, LXXXII (March, 1967), 91-97.
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those of Parnell.^ The Home Rule concern is specifically
brought out in Bloom's advertisement in the newspaper
office, for crossed keys are the emblem of the parliament
of the Isle of Man and also part of the emblem of the
Vatican. Thus the advertisement accomplishes "innuendo
of home rule" for the Catholic Celtic Ireland.^ Textual
references may be more of an aid in establishing Bloom-
Parnell politics. Bloom, in his discussion with Stephen,
clearly denounces the violent, Separatist activities:

It's all very fine to boast of mutual superiority 
but what about mutual equality? I resent 
violence or intolerance in any shape or form.
It never reaches anything or stops anything.
A revolution must come on the due instalments 
plan. It's a patent absurdity on the face of 
it to hate people because they live around 
the corner and speak another vernacular, so to 
speak.°

The same Home Rule policy is contained in his advice "to 
try to make the most of both countries, even though 
poles apart“ (U, p. 641). Molly in her musings about 
Bloom remembers that "all the Doyles said he was going 
to stand for a member of Parlaiment 0 wasnt I the born

^It is interesting that Sulton, Argument of Ulysses, 
p. 106, finds Bloom's "politics— pacifist, internationalist 
[and] mildly socialistic—  . . . the same as Joyce's."

5Ibid., p. 111.
^James Joyce, Ulysses (New York, 1961), p. 643. 

References to this Modern "Library edition will hereafter 
be interpolated in the text as U, p. 643.
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iool to believe all his blather about home rule and the
land league” (U, p. 771). Earlier in her monologue
Molly recalled that "ha [Bloom] was going about with
some oi them Sinner Fein [ s]" (U, p. 748). At first
one wonders if Mrs. Bloom is accurate with her politics,
for the Sinn Fein is the more violent Separatist faction
led by Michael Davitt while Bloom is a non-violent 

7
Parnellite. But Bloom himself confirms Molly's state
ment, for "he certainly did feel, and no denying it 
(while inwardly remaining what he was) a certain kind 
of admiration for a man who had actually brandished a 
knife, cold steel" (U, p. 642). And such an alliance 
(Bloom with Davitt and the Sinn Feins) would be histor
ically correct, for Parnell received considerable Fenian 
support, and, indeed in 1879 though the ties were soon 
severed, Parnell was president of Davitt's Land League.7 8

Thus in their political alignments of Home Rule, 
Bloom and Parnell can be associated. Further explicit 
references in the Nighttown scene identify Bloom with

7We recall Dante's distinction in the Portrait: 
"Dante had two brushes in her press. The brush with the 
maroon velvet back was for Michael Davitt and the brush 
with the green velvet back was for Parnell" (P, p. 7). 
This same distinction of red and green for the two 
leaders is made in Ulysses, p. 681.

Q
Beckett, Making of Ireland, p. 386.
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"The Uncrowned King." Bloom appears as a political
celebrity when the Late Lord Mayor Harrington decrees:

That alderman sir Leo Bloom's speech be printed 
at the expense of the ratepayers. That the 
house in which he was born be ornamented with 
a commemorative tablet and that the thoroughfare 
. . .  be henceforth designated Boulevard Bloom 
(U, p. 499).

This celebrity is heralded as "the famous Bloom . . . , 
the world's greatest reformer" (U, p. 481). Next, "The 
Uncrowned King" is crowned: "God save Leopold the 
First! . . . Leopold, Patrick, Andrew, David, George, 
be thou anointed!" (U, p. 482). The crowned Bloom 
receives final recognition from Parnell's brother, JOHN 
HOWARD PARNELL: "(Raises the royal standard) Illustrious 
Bloom! Successor to my famous brother!" (U, p. 483). 
Bloom accepts the succession by embracing John Parnell.

But "a man like Ireland wants" (U, p. 484), as 
Bloom is identified by an APPLEWOMAN, is soon denounced 
by THE MAN IN THE MACINTOSH: "Don't you believe a word 
he says. That man is Leopold M'Intosh, the notorious 
fireraiser. His real name is Higgins" (U, p. 485).
Thus Joyce reenacts the theme of betrayal that Parnell 
suffered from the Irish in 1890.

The cause of that betrayal, adultery, provides 
another area of comparison between Bloom and Parnell.
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Even the reason for adultery is similar: Mrs. O'Shea's 
long-standing liaison with Parnell was "simply a case 
of the husband not being up to the scratch" (U, p. 651); 
Molly, for like reason, muses that it "serve[s] him 
[Bloom] right its all his own fault if I am an adulteress" 
(U, p. 780). In addition, Mrs. O'Shea and Mrs. Bloom 
warrant comparison on several other points. Molly is 
of Spanish origin, and Bloom, in the scene where he 
shows Molly's picture to Stephen, comments that "if I 
don't greatly mistake, she [Mrs. O'Shea] was Spanish 
too" (U, p. 652). Molly herself suggests a second 
comparison: "0 well look at that Mrs. Galbraith . . .
magnificent head of hair on her down to her waist tossing 
it back like that like Kitty O'Shea in Grantham street"
(U, p. 751). Molly, too, is proud of her hair: "a girl 
Hester [and I] we used to compare our hair mine was 
thicker than hers!" (U, p. 756). But even with these 
comparisons, one needs to note that there is a wide 
difference in Bloom's and Parnell's respective relation
ships; Parnell commits adultery while Bloom is a cuckold. 
Thus, while there is still a correspondence between Bloom 
and Parnell, the relationship is reversed or at least 
inverted. But Stanley Sultan offers an interpretation 
of the post office chapter which lends argument to a
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Bloom-Parnell identity even on this point. After Bloom 
receives Martha's letter "He strolled out of the post 
office. . . . His hand went into his pocket, and a fore
finger felt its way under the flap of the envelope, 
ripping it open in jerks" (U, p. 73)* Thus, Sultan says 
that as Bloom is "consummating one stage of his epistolary 
romance, he is thinking of the impending adultery of his 
wife. . . . This paragraph . . . makes unavoidable the
conclusion that Bloom associates his own behavior with

qMolly's." Thus, Bloom, as Parnell, can be seen as an 
adulterer.

Bloom on trial in the Nighttown scene offers further
substantiation in this Bloom-Parnell correspondence.
But Bloom essentially undergoes a trial at Barney Kiernan's
earlier in the day. As Bloom notes, "Coming events cast
their shadows before" (U, p. 165). Sultan characterizes
the scene at Kiernan's as "the bitterest of the novel's
indictments of the Irish people for betraying their 

10patriots." The execution depicted, that of hanging 
and decapitation, suggests the British military execution 
of the Irish patriot, Robert Emmett, who was betrayed * 10

^Sultan, Argument of Ulysses, p. 95.
10Ibid., p. 245.
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by his own defense counsel.^ Thus, although the refer
ence is not specifically to Parnell, "The Chief" certainly 
is suggested by the theme of betrayal. The rest of the 
scene at Kiernan's centers around "Jew-baiting." Bloom, 
the citizen's scapegoat, however, in this first trial 
is innocent. This early trial, then suggests those 
libelous attacks made against Parnell in 1887 concerning 
the Phoenix Park murders, but when the matter came to 
trial, "The Chief" emerged untouched. But there was no 
innocence in the divorce trial in 1890, and the verdicu 

was political disaster.
The second trial of Bloom, corresponding to the 

divorce trial, fittingly, will occur in the sexual Lignt— 
town scene. Bloom is accused of making sexual advances 

to several women:
FIRST WATCH
The King versus Bloom. Call the woman Driscoll.

MARY DRISCOLLHe made a certain suggestion but I thought more 
of myself as poor as I am (U, p. 460).
He held me and I was discoloured in four places as 
a result. He interferred twict [sic] with my 
clothing (U, p. 461).
MRS. BELLINGHAM
He urged, stating that he felt it his mission m  
life to urge me, to defile the marriage bed, to

^11bid., pp. 245-246.
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commit adultery at the earliest possible 
opportunity (U, p. 466).

It has been noted earlier that Bloom in the Nighttown 
scene is made King Leopold the First, The denunciation 
of Bloom the ’'Crowned King" echoes the denunciation of 
Parnell the "Uncrowned King" at the Christmas-dinner 
scene in the Portrait:

from Ulysses
FATHER FARLEY 
He [Bloom] is an episca- 
palian, an agnostic, an 
anythingarian seeking to 
overthrow our holy faith 

(U, p. 490).
MRS. RIORDAN 
(Tears up her will.) I'm 
disappointed in you! You 
bad man! (U, p. 490).
ALEXANDER J. DOWIE 
(Violently.) Fellow 
Christians and anti- 
Bloomites, the man 
called Bloom is from the 
roots of hell, a disgrace 
to Christianmen. A 
fiendish libertine

(U, p. 492).
THE MOB
Lynch him! Roast him!
He's as bad as Parnell 
was. Mr. Fox! (U, p. 492).

from _the Portrait 
— a traitor to his country! 
replied Dante. A traitor, 
an adulterer! The priests 
were right to abandon him. 
The priests were always 
the true friends of Ireland

(P, P. 38).
Uncle Charles shook his 
head, saying: — a bad 
business! a bad business

(P, P* 37).
— Blasphemer! Devil! 
screamed Dante, starting 
to her feet . . . Devil 
out of hell! We won!
We crushed him to death! 
Fiend! (P, p. 39).

Mr. Casey opened his eyes, 
sighed and went on:
— It was down in Arklow 
one day . . . one old 
lady . . . kept dancing 
along beside me in the 
mud screaming into my face: 
Mr. Fox! Kitty O ’Shea!

(P, P. 36).
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Even the similarity of diction indicates that Joyce wished
the reader to view the two incidents as parallel. The
VEILED SIBYL in this scene at Nighttown even gives Bloom
the same kind of desperate affirmation that Mr. Casey
gave at the dinner table: "(Enthusiastically.) I'm a
Bloomite and I glory in it. I believe in him in spite
of all. I'd give up my life for him, the funniest man
on earth . . . (Stabs herself.) My hero god!" (U, pp.
49-1-492). Such Irish loyalty receives mention earlier
in Ulysses: "We were always loyal to lost causes, the
professor said. Success for us is the death of the
intellect and of the imagination" (U, p. 133). This
same frustration is reflected in Bloom's cry for "Justice!
All Ireland versus one! Has nobody . . . ? (He bites
his thumb.)" (U, p. 543). Thus, in Bloom’s trials and
denunciations, one finds significant resemblances to
the rise and fall in the career of Parnell.

The rumor of Parnell's return provides another area
for comparison. In the funeral scene Hynes speculates:

— let us go round by the chief's grave, Hynes said.
• • •

— Some say he is not in that grave at all. That 
the coffin was filled with stones. That one day 
he will come again (U, p. 112).

The cabman, later in the book, makes the same observation:
One morning you would open the paper, the cabman 
affirmed, and read, Return of Parnell. . . . Dead
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he wasn't. Simply absconded somewhere. The 
coffin they brought over was full of stones 
(U, pp. 648-649).

This theme of return, even of the dead returning to "go 
on living in another body . . . [through] reincarnation" 
(U, p. 65), is an important motif in Ulysses.1g Indeed, 
the persistence of the word "metempsychosis" throughout 
the novel sets up the Joycean "reader's guide" of a 
t a g l i n e . I t  is interesting that Bloom in the cabman 
scene finds it "highly unlikely, of course, there was 
even a shadow of truth in the stories and, even supposing, 
he thought a return highly inadvisable, all things con
sidered" (U, p. 649). The point to be made here is that 
if Bloom is Parnell, Bloom certainly is not aware of the 
fact. One can, perhaps, answer such a "flaw" in the 
correspondence by noting that Buddhism explains forget
fulness of past existences by positing a pralaya (repose) 
of the soul between actual states of embodiment.* 1  ̂ Thus, 
Bloom would not be aware that he was Parnell in an 
earlier life. But Bloom does allude to the "cyclical"

1 2Stuart Gilbert, James Joyce's Ulysses (New York, 
1952), pp. 33-41. ----------- ---------

1 3The word "metempsychosis" is casually introduced 
with Mrs. Bloom asking her husband what "met him pike 
hoses" means. The word often reoccurs in Mr. Bloom's 
memory: see U, pp. 65, 377, 408, 414, 473, etc.

14Gilbert, Ulysses, p. 35.
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return of metempsychosis when he compares himself to a 
"circus horse walking in a ring, Rip van V/inkle" (U, p. 
377). However, insisting that Bloom is actually the 
embodiment of Parnell is quite farfetched and, indeed, 
unnecessary in proving that Bloom is a Parnell-f'igure.
It seems sufficient to note that some correspondence is 
set up between the two with Bloom's preoccupation with 
the word "metempsychosis" and the rumors of "The Chief's" 
eventual return to Ireland.

Thus, by linking Bloom and Parnell through politics, 
crowned or "Uncrowned" kingship, adultery, trials, and 
"metempsychosis," the association of Bloom with Parnell 
has been established. Such an association (Bloom with 
Parnell) adds greater significance and continuity1  ̂ to 
the Father-Son motif which begins earlier in the Portrait. 
In the Portrait, little Stephen's father is Parnell, 
and by transferring this fact to Ulysses, Bloom (Parnell) 
becomes Stephen's father. Furthermore, to be entirely

15̂There are other areas of correspondence which 
could, with more space, be investigated. For example, 
Beckett, Making of Ireland, p. 384, notes that Parnell's 
mother was American, and Bloom comes from mixed parentage. 
Also, Bloom, although his father was Jewish, seems to 
have been brought up a Protestant as was Parnell.

1^Benstock, "Dreamer in Finnegans Wake," p. 91, 
feels that "a retrospective appraisal should take note 
of the manner in which each work overlaps with one another.
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accurate, one must note that "baby tuckoo" (P,p.7) in 
the Portrait's opening fairy tale (playing on the word 
cuckoo, hence cuckold) implies that Stephen is the off
spring of a cuckold (Bloom) rather than an adulterer 
(Parnell). Under these circumstances, then, Bloom can 
be construed as the father of Stephen.

Another device in Ulysses links Bloom with Stephen—  
the retrieving of hats. Bloom is proud of telling how 
on the one occasion that he saw Parnell, he (Bloom)
"was the man who picked it [Parnell's hat] up in the 
crush [scuffle over breaking the presses of United 
Ireland newspaper] . . . and returned it to him [Parnell, 
who] . . . thanked him with perfect aplomb, saying:
Thank you, Sir" (U, pp. 654-655)« Bloom performs this 
same act for Stephen in the beginning of the cabman 
chapter: "Preparatory to anything else Mr. Bloom . . .
handed Stephen the hat and ashplant" (U, p. 613). A bond 
now exists between Stephan and Bloom as one existed 
between Bloom and Parnell. This bond of father with son 
through Parnell is further strengthened if again one 
transfers relationships from the Portrait to Ulysses.
In the earlier work, as shown above, Stephen was identi
fied with Parnell. If this identification is retained 
in Ulysses, Stephen's identity with Parnell becomes
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Stephen's identity with Bloom. The spiritual father is 
his own son; Stephen's theory of "him who is the substance 
of his own shadown, the son consubstantial with the 
father" (U, p. 197) is proved.

The association of Bloom with Parnell, then, carries 
Stephen's search for a father from the Portrait to 
Ulysses, and Bloom, his fatherhood anticipated in the 
Portrait through Parnell, is chosen. Thus, greater 
depth is added to Stephen and Bloom's relationship in 
Ulysses.
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conscience and a sense of humiliation and later has an 
oppressive nightmare. Campbell and Robinson in their 
Skeleton Key to Finnegans Wake interpret the "plot line" 
in a slightly different fashion by concluding that HCE 
fell into a drunken dream on the floor of the tavern 
and only later goes home to bed with his wife.^ Campbell 
and Robinson^ and Adaline Glasheen in her "Revised Synop- 
sis of Finnegans Wake"  ̂maintain that in the early morning 
(near the end of the book) HCE and his wife have inter
course. This realistic fact is not so startling except 
that the Freudian critic, Edmund Wilson, most emphatically 
maintains that such an event did not and would not take 
place. According to Wilson, "they both will wake up 
knowing [Wilson maintains that Earwicker wakens only- 
after the end of the novel] . . . that their own creative 
sexual partnership is over. That current no longer holds 
them polarized— as man and woman— toward one another; 
a new polarization takes place; the father is pulled

•^Joseph Campbell and Henry Morton Robinson, A Skeleton 
Key to Finnegans Wake (New York, 1961), p. 21.

^Ibid., p. 23 in their synopsis of pages 559-582 
in the text of Finnegans Wake.

5Adaline Glasheen, A Second Census of Finnegans 
Wake (Evanston, 1963), p. lv.
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back toward the c h i l d r e n . T h i s  new polarity results 
in the obsessive guilt (the "agenbite of inwit" of Stephen 
Dedalus) that plagues Earwicker's dream, produced partly 
by the erotic emotions that are aroused by his daughter 
and by Earwicker's homosexual feelings for his favorite 
son. If critics disagree thus on the literal facts of 
the narrative, continuity among them on the other, more 
“open-ended," levels is impossible.

Wilson certainly is on the right track by investi
gating the relationships within the Earwicker family. 
Indeed, this is what Finnegans Wake is about: family, 
personality, man. But Wilson, by pushing the "system"

^Wilson, "Dream of H. C. Earwicker," p. 270.
7 The problem of just who is the dreamer in Finnegans 

Wake is also a point of dispute. Benstock,"Dreamer in 
Finnegans Wake," pp. 91-97, maintains that Finnegans Wake 
is simply Bloom's dream the evening of June 1ST Wilson,' 
"Dream of H. C. Earwicker" gives realistic grounds for 
the association of thoughts in Earwicker's dream (an 
Adam's mantelpiece in the bedroom, a copy of Raphael's 
picture of Michael subduing Satan hanging on the wall, 
monuments to Wellington in the park, etc.). Ruth Von 
Phul, "Who Sleeps at Finnegans Wake," James Joyce Review, 
I, ii (June 16, 1957), 27-387 sees Jerry Earwicker as 
the dreamer whose dream-self, Shem, is Joyce's self- 
portrait. Probably the best answer is given by Magalaner 
and Kain, Joyce: the Man, p. 228. Following the posi
tion taken by Joseph Campbell, they maintain that 
"though attention is centered mainly on the subconscious 
of HCE, the actual point of view is omniscient, moving 
freely from husband to wife to son and to external points 
of observation."
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is also the theme of Finnegans Wake, But as W. B. Yeats
•  1 1 said, "Nations . . . are unified by an image," and

in Ireland this image, Parnell, the "Uncrowned King,"
founded a myth and a literary movement that eventually

1 2helped bring freedom to Irish soil.
The title of Joyce's last work echoes this desire 

for freedom. The name comes, of course, from the Irish- 
American ballad about Tim Finnegan, a bricklayer who is 
killed in a fall but who comes to life when whisky is 
spilled on his corpse. But the title can have deeper, 
nationalistic, meanings. In Celtic mythology, Finn 
(Fionn MacCumhal) was the leader of the champions of 
Cormac mac Art, King of Ireland. Finn's son, Ossian 
(Oisin) the last of the Fianna, was believed to be still 
living underground, waiting for a time when he could 
return to a redeemed Ireland.* 1  ̂ This mythology, analogous

11Yeats as quoted in Boldereff, Reading Finnegans 
Wake, p. 59.

1 2For an amazing synthesis of modern scholarship, 
very meaningful in its archetypal orientation, see Howarth, 
Irish Writers, p. ix. He investigates six writers (G-. A. 
Moore. I. A. Gregory, W. B. Yeats, AE, J. M. Synge, and 
Joyce) and their "relation to the quick advance of Irish 
nationalism during their time and its political and social 
accomplishments. In particular, it considers how they 
reacted to Parnell's fall, and how they modified and 
developed the legend of Parnell in their work."

"*̂ John A. Macculloch, Celtic Mythology, Vol. Ill of 
Mythology of All Races in Thirteen Volumes, ed. by Louis 
Herbert Gray (Boston, 191STT 7-119 and 160-183.
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to the belief that Arthur would also return to Briton, 
sees Finnegan (Finn again), then, as the arrival of that 
long-promised time when Ireland, redeemed, can welcome 
her old heroes. On the historical level, Levin suggests 
that the title of Joyce's book celebrates that bloody 
week ("wake" with a brogue), Easter, 1916, which fore
shadowed the resurrection of the Irish Free State. 
Herbert Howarth, in his archetypal (and messianic) study 
of the Irish mind, indeed, sees Parnell as the Irish 
Fisher King whose death was

the source of the creation of the Irish Republic. 
Out of the public passions and the ignominy that 
caused his death a myth flared up that produced 
the Rising of 1916 and the quick subsequent 
events: revolution, civil war, and the Re
public . ' ̂
Ireland at last was free; Parnell's cause had 

triumphed even though "The Chief" was dead. As spectre, 
Parnell was much in the Dublin scene— recall simply the 
twelve intensely dramatic pages of the Christmas dinner 
quarrel in the Portrait where the young Stephen is 
solemnly charged:

Let him remember, too, cried Mr. Casey to her 
from across the table, the language with which 
the priests and the priests' pawns broke 1

14Levin, Critical Introduction, p. 201.
1 5Howarth, Irish Writers, p. 4.
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Parnell's heart and hounded him into his grave.
let him remember that too when he grows up 
(P, pp. 33-34).

And remember he does, through the Portrait, to Ulysses 
where Stephen-Parnell gives way to Bloom-Parnell, but 
Stephen reaffirms his identity with Parnell through 
Bloom's spiritual fatherhood. But what becomes of 
Parnell in Finnegans Wake? By explicit reference, at 
least, he hardly exists. In the Portrait (one-third 
the size of the later works) Parnell is directly men
tioned fifteen times.16 In Ulysses explicit name1 7references total twenty three. But in Finnegans Wake,

1 8the name appears only twice. Before jumping to any 
hasty conclusions with such figures, one must remember 
the basic flaw in any concordance— subtle and more in
direct references are hard, if not impossible, to record. 
Another obvious factor is the change in Joyce's use of 
language. The portmanteau words and multi-lingual

1 tabulations made from L. Hancock, Word Index to 
the Portrait (Carbondale, 1967).

1 tabulations made from M. L. Hanley. Word Index 
to James Joyce's Ulysses (Wisconsin, 1937;.

^Tabulations made from Clive Hart, A Concordance 
to Finnegans Wake (Minneapolis, 1963)» Hart also cata- 
logues “two syllabifications (words and important syllables 
contained in compounds and syllabifications) and two over
tones (English words suggested by Joyce's puns) which 
might be considered in addition to the Primary Index.
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punning produce a work which has been labeled "a
quintessential extraction of language and painting and

19gesture" and "An Irish Word Ballet." Such prose, to 
be evocative, must move away from the explicit to the 
indirect.

Where, then, (or who) is Parnell in Finnegans 
Wake? And how does Joyce's final treatment of the 
figure relate, structurely, to the earlier works?
Adaline Glasheen offers some guidelines in her elabo
rate census of the thousands of proper names that occur 
in Joyce's Wake. In her delightful chart, "Who is Who 
When Everybody is Somebody Else," she divides the 1890 
political scene in the following manner:

HCE Shaun Shem Issy
Capt. O'Shea Pigott Parnell Mrs. O'Shea

Her parceling here is probably suggested by the Tristan-
Isolde romance; Tristan (Parnell) steals Isolde (Mrs.
O'Shea) from King Mark of Cornwall (Capt. O'Shea). The
narrative is quite apropos, for the younger man (nephew/
son/Shera) overthrows the old husband-father (HCE); the
Viconian cycle moves on. Mrs. Glasheen does not suggest
who ALP is in this particular set of characters. Perhaps 19 20

19̂Samuel Beckett and Robert McAlmon, respectively, 
as quoted in Magalaner and Kain, Joyce: the Man, p. 247.

20Glasheen, Second Census, p. lxiii.
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she (ALP) does not need to be fit into the cast, but it 
would seem obvious to interpret Mrs. O'Shea as the two 
Isoldes; as Isolde of Ireland, she is temptress (Issy), 
and as Isolde of the White Hands, she is wife (ALP).

In any event, the important fact is that Shem is 
Parnell. The personality of both helps to substantiate 
this identification. In the polar dissection of char
acter, Shem represents the introvert, the meditative
(hence, artistic) personality, while Shaun is the extro-

21vert, the active man. Thus, Shem, the penman, is 
scolded in Finnegans Wake for his aloofness and indif
ference:

. . . condemned fool, anarch, egoarch, 
hiresiarch, you have reared your disunited 
kingdom on the vacuum of your own most intensely 
doubtful soul. Do you hold yourself then for 
some god in the manger, Shehohem, that you will 
neither serve not let serve, pray nor let 
pray?21 22

This same self-centeredness and arrogance is noted by

21This polarity is discussed by Campbell and 
Robinson, Skeleton Key, p. 348-349 in their guide to 
Book IV (the Recorso) of Finnegans Wake, especially 
the Druid-Patrick episode.

22James Joyce, Finnegans Wake (New York, 1959), 
p. 188, lines 15 through 19. Hereafter references to 
this Compass Book edition will be interpolated in the 
text as FW, 188.15-19.
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the biographers of Parnell. J For one example, R. B.
O'Brien (the first official biographer) relates an
early incident in which the young Parnell disagreed
with a language instructor; and when Parnell found the
dictionary agreeing with the instructor, he retorted,

24"I expect the lexicon is wrong." Howarth's character
ization of Parnell (valuable if for nothing more than 
its sixty years for perspective) is quite clear on this 
point:

Temperamentally it was impossible for him to 
bow to collective opinion [withdraw after the 
scandal of the divorce]; he conducted politics 
despotically; in his dealings with his country, 
his Parliamentary group, and his sweetheart 
alike, he insisted on being a king; he lived . . . 
[the] Shakespearian contempt for the crowd.
This comparison in personality is stressed, for it

is towards this attitude of introverted aloofness that
Joyce is, ironically, abusive. Shem is the ultimate
picture of the exiled artist that the young Joyce
envisioned in his pamphlet, "The Bay of the Babblement." * 25

^See the unpubl. thesis (Creighton, 1966) by Thomas 
C. Hansen, "Parnell and Kitty O'Shea: A Study of Scandal 
in Victorian Politics," pp. 76-78.

^R. B. O'Brien, Life of Charles Stewart Parnell 
(London, 1899), I, 8i

25Howarth, Irish Writers, p. 2.
 ̂Levin, Critical Introduction, p. 162.

2 ̂
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Denouncing Yeats' Countess Cathleen as having "sur
rendered to the popular will," Joyce quotes Giordano 
Bruno: "No nan . . . can be a lover of the true or 
the good unless he abhors the multitude; and the artist
though he may employ the crowd, is very careful to

07isolate himself." Shem, successful artist with his 
"artificial tongue with a natural curl" (FW, 169*27-28), 
has "scrabbled and scratched and scriobbled and shrevened 
nameless shamelessness about everybody ever he met"
(FW, 182.13-14). The result, obscurity ("scrabbled and 
scratched”) and ill-will ("shamelessness about every
body"), has, indeed, caused the personal isolation of 
Joyce himself, if one is willing to grant some auto
biographical reading. But even discounting any auto
biographical elements, the Shem as Parnell relationship 
continues the Stephen-Parnell identification begun in 
the Portrait.

In Finnegans Wake, the Stephen-Parnell relation
ship begins on the semantic level, for Stephen is Greek 
for crown. Thus, Mrs. Glasheen notes how the occiirrence 
of the word crown "serves to tie Stephen Dedalus to the

James Joyce, "The Day of the Babblement," in 
Joyce, Critical Writings, p. 69.
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kings and princes, mostly uncrowned or dispossessed,
?8in Finnegans Wake.” Mr. Casey's bitter sob in the

Portrait, "Poor Parnell! . . . My dead King!" (P, p. 39),
voices the kingship the Irish attributed to Parnell.
"The Chief" also was acknowledged to be "The Uncrowned
King of Ireland," a phrase coined by Tim Healy, one of
Parnell's men. But Healy's phrase took on an ironic
twist when Healy, vying for power himself, turned

29against Parnell and helped "uncrown" him. Thus, 
Parnell, "his majesty . . . that onecrooned king of 
inscrewments, Piggott's purest" (FW, 43»31-32), becomes 
linked with Shem through "fortytwo hairs off his 
uncrown" (FW, 169«25), and again with Shem (through 
Tristan) when."she laid her batsleeve for him . . .
Liv's lonely daughter . . . dare say when now, uncrowned, 
deceptered" (FW, 289.27-290.1). Through this triangular 
affirmation (Shem equals Parnell; Stephen equals Parnell; 
therefore, Shem equals Stephen), the use of the Parnell-

oQGlasheen, Second Census under "Dedalus," p. 63a.
2^This is the Tim Healy that provoked the nine- 

year-old Joyce to pen the now extinct poem "Et Tu,
Healy." See Slocum and Cahoon, A Bibliography of James 
Joyce (1953), p. 3. Joyce in a letter to Harriet Weaver, 
November 22, 1930, remarked that he had parodied this 
poem in Chapter 1, Part II of Finnegans Wake (FW, 231).
See also the accounts of the poem in Ellmann, James Joyce, 
p. 33 and Herbert Gorman, James Joyce (New York, 1939), 
p. 36.
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figure adds continuity of character^ to all of Joyce's 
work. It should be noted, also, that Finnegans V/alce 
completes, in logical fullness, the undercutting of the 
Stephen-Joyce-artist-figure of Ulysses. Actually one 
detects this self-parody earlier in the Portrait where 
Stephen's aesthetics^ are open to a satiric interpre
tation as the loud-mouthings of a priggish pompous 
mind. Be satire as it may, though, Shem as Parnell 
carries the Stephen-artist-figure through Finnegans
Wake, thus providing continuity of character with Joyce's 

32earlier works. But Mrs. Glasheen, in her Shem as 
Parnell division,inserts a side comment in which she * 31 32

^°This idea of continuity among Joyce's works is 
suggested by Robert S. Ryf, A New Approach to Joyce: 
The Portrait of the Artist as a Guide Book (ETerkeley, 
1964), although Ryf investigates shifting emphasis and 
focus of Joyce's themes (isolation, fall, search for 
father, struggle against conformity, language) rather 
than explicit characters.

31J Many critics err by trying to make Joyce 
stringently practice what Stephen preaches.

32J Recall Ruth Von Phul, "Who Sleeps at Finnegans 
Wake." Her theory (that Shem, not Earwicker) ïs~the 
real dreamer and protagonist) links Finnegans Wake to 
the Portrait with Stephen/Shem/narrator dominating. 
This duplication of structure is somewhat violated in 
Uljrs ses, however, when Bloom steals the show from 
Stephen.

■^See p. 48 above.
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hesitates: ̂  *’I think I have this somehow wrong for
Parnell is also a father-figure."^5 The use of Parnell 
as father-figure is certainly nothing new in the Joyce 
canon. The opening lines of the Portrait suggest this 
association, and Bloom, the reincarnation of a some
what inverted Parnell-figure, dominates Ulysses.
Another fact (and Mrs. Glasheen should be well aware of 
this) is that in Finnegans Wake characters step easily 
in and out of roles, even playing several roles at once. 
Hence, there is no difficulty with Parnell being both 
Shem and HCE. Further substantiation, indeed, for the 
very necessity of this duality is the fact that the 
Viconian universe posits the necessity of the son to 
supplant the father: Parnell as son becomes the father.

To hesitate is decidedly a significant word to 
use with Parnell. It was the misspelling of hesitency 
that convicted Pigott (See Ibid, for chart) of forging 
a letter implying that ParneTl7 an advocate of peaceful 
resistance to England, had condoned the Phoenix Park 
murders in 1882. See Abels, Parnell Tragedy, chapter 5, 
"The Forgery" (pp. 275-305). Joyce*s use of John 
Macdonald's The Diary of the Parnell Commission (London, 
1890) is discussed in detail by James S. Atherton, The 
Books at the Wake (New York, 1960), pp. 101-103. The 
word "hesitency" or some form approximating that occurs 
twenty-three times in Finnegans Wake, each time carrying 
the implication of forgery or sham.

35-^Glasheen, Second Census, p. lxiii.
^5See discussion regarding "baby tuckoo" on p. 37 

of text above.
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The protagonist in Joyce's Wake (Humphrey Chimpden 
Earwicker on the literal level) is a host of many people; 
indeed, he is "allmen" (FW, 419.11). From an eighteen- 
name acrostic ("Helmingham Erchenwyne Ruther Egbert 
Crumwall Odin Maximus Esme Saxon Esa Vercingetorix 
Ethelwulf Rupprecht Ydwalla Bentley Osmund Dysart 
Yggdrasselmann" FW, 88.21-23), he receives "the nick
name Here Comes Everybody. An imposing everybody he 
always indeed looked, constantly the same as and equal 
to himself and magnificently well worthy of any and 
all such universalisation" (FW, 32.18-21). As universal 
and symbolic father-figure (for he "Haveth Childers 
Everywhere," FW, 535.34-35), "Haromphrey" (who bears 
"the sigla H.C.E." FW, 32.14) finds himself interwoven 
into much of the text. In the space of two pages, for 
example, the initials HCE are interwoven six times:

Health, Chalce, endnessnessessity! (FW, 613.27)
Have we cherished expectations? '(FW, 614.23) 
Eblania's conglomerate horde. (FW, 614.25) 
eggblend, eggburial and hatch-as-hatch can (FW,
614.32-33) ~~
heroticisms, catastrophes and eccentricities 
(FW, 614.35-36)
highly charged with electrons (FW, 615.07).

The special significance of these passages is where they
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occur: Book IV, the pause between Viconian cycles;
HCE, supplanted by his sons, now foreshadows his return. 
Who HCE is, on one level at least, is suggested by a 
line from this same page: "For newmanmaun set a merge 
to the merge of unnotions" (FW, 614.17). Clive Hart 
in his "Index of Motifs in Finnegans Wake" interprets 
this line as a variation of "no man has a right to fix 
the boundary to the march of a nation, Parnell's dictum, 
which is carved below his statue in Dublin."3  ̂ This 
reference to Parnell, contiguous to the many references 
to HCE, argues that Parnell is HCE, and as HCE, Parnell 
will return. The rumor of Parnell's messianic* 38 return 
("metempsychosis" in Ulysses) is easily noted in Joyce's 
earlier work. But in Finnegans Wake, the quality of 
this return-theme is somewhat different. In 
Ulysses , it is Parnell, "The Chief" as individual, 
who will return. In Finnegans Wake, however, Here Comes 
Everybody returns, and Parnell, insofar as he is HCE, 
returns. But Parnell, qua Parnell, has lost signifi
cance, or perhaps more correctly, everyman takes on 
larger proportions.

Clive Hart, Structure and Motif in Finnegans Wake 
(Evanston, Illinois, 19 S 2 j , p. 2367

38Howarth, Irish Writers, pp. 5-16; 279-281.
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With this in mind, a look at a few of the specific 
roles of HCE adds depth to the Parnell-as-father figure. 
It was suggested earlier“’-' that the title of Joyce's 
last work is taken from the Irish epic-cycle of Finn 
MacCool, for as critics observe, "if any mythical 
character may be said to dominate the Wake, and Joyce's 
thinking, then purely on the number of times he is in
voked, the nod goes to . . . Finn MacCool."^0 Joyce 
himself (although one need not and should not always 
take Joyce's word as final, for he often changes his 
mind or in jest deceives his reader) in a letter to 
Louis Gillet comments on Finn as hero and symbol in 
Finnegans Wake:

Here I find my theory of the scandinavianism 
of my hero, Finn MacCool, confirmed . . .  by 
the research of a German scholar, Zimmer. It 
is curious to see . . . the boldness which I 
have dared in putting the gross Norwegian HCE 
in the skin of a mythical hero purely Celtic, 
justified bv Teutonic doctrine with chapter 
and verse.4'

The Wake itself, in the public lecture of Book I, sec
tion vi, supplies the same answer. Shem asks the name * 40 41

*5QSee page 46 above.
40Magalaner and Xain, Joyce: the Man, p. 226.
41Letter of September 8, 1938, to Louis Gillet in 

Magalaner and Kain, Joyce: the Man, p. 226. For the 
French, see Joyce, Letters, ed. Stuart Gilbert, p. 481.
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of their father: "What secondtonone myther rector and 
maximost bridgesmaker was the first to rise taller through 
his beanstale then the . . . Wellingtonia Sequoia" (FW, 
126.22-24) and so on for fourteen pages of achievements. 
Shaun makes the correct "Answer: Finn MacCool!" (FW, 
139*14)* What becomes significant about HCE as Finn 
MacCool is that Finn could quite properly be considered 
the archetype of the Parnell-figure. As pre-Viking 
national hero, MacCool is legitimate ancestor to the 
modern hero. Both figures come from mixed origin: Finn 
(like Earwicker) is half-Norse, while Parnell's mother 
was American.42 The attitude of both figures towards 
Irish soil is, of course, significant. Magalaner and 
Kain note how Finn, himself "an invader from the main
land, . . . becomes a staunch defender of the soil of 
Ireland against foreign attack."* 4  ̂ A similar shift in 
attitude is noted in Parnell. As a young man from an 
aristocratic background, Parnell was hardly concerned 
with the lower classes; in fact, he found politics

42Mixed parentage should also be noted in Bloom in 
Ulysses, and Sir Tristram (opening Finnegans Wake) had 
"rearrived from North Amorica" (FW, 31*57*

4^Magalaner and Kain, Joyce: the Man, p. 226.
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repulsive.^ But later during an extended stay in 
Araerica} Parnell had a chance to see his country-men in 
new perspectives, and going home, he took up the cause 
for land and Home Rule.

Mrs. Glasheen's division of political characters 
was based on the Tristan story. This myth, translated 
to its Celtic analogue, is the story of Diarmuid and 
Grania, with Finn MacCool as the equivalent to King Mark. 
If MacCool as archetype is to hold, how does one relate 
Parnell to the older cuckold figure, when Parnell's 
love-affair with Mrs. O'Shea makes him an obvious Tristan- 
Diarmuid figure? One simply needs to redefine Parnell's 
love-relationship as an affair between Parnell and the 
Irish people, and the answer is obvious: when Ireland 
deserts her "Uncrowned King," Parnell is properly the 
cuckold.

The parallel between Parnell and MacCool continues,
for when MacCool was treacherously betrayed by the
followers of Goll (betrayal is obviously a significant
theme with Parnell), tradition alleged that Finn was
not really dead and that he would come from his secret

45hiding place when his country needed him. This same

^Hansen, "Parnell and Kitty O'Shea," p. 9«
45See p. 46 of text above.
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kind of rumor surrounded Parnell's death:
— Lets us go round by the chief's grave,
Hynes said . . .
— Some say he is not in that grave at 
all. That the coffin was filled with 
stones. That one day he will come again 
(U, P. 112).

And come again they do in Finnegans Wake:
(Some Finn, some Finn avant!), he skall 
wake from earthsleep, haught crested elmer, 
in his valle of briers of Greenman's Rise 0,
(lost leaders live! the heroes return!) and 
o'er dun and dale the Wulverulverlord 
(protect us!) his mighty horn skall roll, 
orland, roll (FW, 74.1-5).

It is this return (of Finn-Parnell-HCE) which brings 
hope to our dying age. Thus Parnell in his role as 
Finn presents the heroic, epic side of HCE. But HCE is 
Parnell through other channels. As "good Book Umphrey" 
(FW, 32.15) in "the truly catholic assemblage gathered 
together in that king's treat house" (FW, 32.25-26),
HCE watches "a command performace by special request . . . 
of the problem passion play of the millentury, running 
strong since creation, A Royal Divorce" (FW, 32.30-33).
The reference, of course, is to Parnell's part in the 
O'Shea-divorce scandal of 1890, and among "the truly 
catholic assemblage" (FW, 32.25) such Protestant action 
would not be tolerated. It was only a few "who knew and 
loved the christlikeness of the big cleanminded giant 
H. C. Earwicker [Parnell] throughout his excellency
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long vicefreegal existence" (FW, 32.28-31) who would 
remain loyal.

Rumors continue to spread of HCE's sexual indis
cretions (homosexual and heterosexual), and finally in 
his own defense he declaims:

I am woo-woo willing to take my stand, sir,
upon the monument [Parnell's perhaps?] that
sign of our ruru redemption . . . and to make
my hoath to my sinnfinners, . . . upon the
open Bible . . . and in the presence of the
Deity Itself andwell of Bishop and Mrs. Michan
of High Church of England . . . that there is
not one tittle of truth, allow me to tell you,
in that purest of fibfib fabrications (FW, 36.23-34).

Such claims are, of course, ignored, and in the shadow
of Parnell's monument ("from the site of the statue of
Primewer Glasstone setting a match to the march of a
maker (last of the stewards peut-etre)" FW, 41.34-36),
the scurrilous "Ballad of Persse O'Reilly" is sung.
If HCE as Finn MacCool was epic hero, then the HCE of
the ballad is mock-heroic, for Earwicker finds himself
transposed into an earwig, an insect the French call
"perce-oreille. What connection there is between the
title and actual victims of the Easter Rising is dis-

47puted by critics. But be that as it may, the ballad

46Levin, Critical Introduction, p. 155.
47Ibid., p. 203 and Boldereff, Reading Finnegans 

Wake, p. 202 of the "Idioglossary," maintain that "padraic 
Pearse and John Boyle O'Reilly are.definitely invoked,
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certainly evokes the shade of Parnell: "He was one 
time our King of the Castle/ Now he's kicked about like 
a rotten old parsnip" (FW, 45.8-9), and the Irish will 
get their revenge:

So snug he was in his hotel premises sumptuous 
But soon we'll bonfire all his trash, tricks and

[trumpery
And 'tis short till sheriff Clancy'll be winding

[up his unlimited company 
(FW, 46.6-8),

The ballad even mocks the earlier connections of HCE and
Finn MacCool: "He'll Cheat E'erawan . . . Fingal Mac
Oscar . . .  A Norwegian camel old cod" (FW, 46.1-26).
What is most significant in the ballad, however, is the
refrain: "Rhyme the rann, the king of all ranns!" (FW,
45*31). This line suggests Sir James Frazer's ritual

Aftof the "hunting of the wren." Custom has it in Ireland 
that on Christmas Day or the day following (significantly 
St. Stephen's Day) a wren is slain and then carried in 
procession. Serving thus as scapegoat, the wren (HCE- 
Parnell) promises resurrection. Parnell certainly has 
been alluded to in these sacrificial proportions, but

while Mrs. Glasheen in Second Census, under O'Reilly 
(p. 195a) notes, "You would expect the name to tie on 
to Patrick ̂ Pearse of the Easter Rebellion, or to Lady 
Gregory (nee Persse), but I cannot see that it does.

48Sir James George Frazer, The Golden Bough: A 
Study of Magic and Religion (New York, 195"0), pp. 6T21-623.
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the jocular ballad, indecent charges, and the very 
insignificance of the wren tend to undercut the heroics.

Thus Parnell, through Finn MacCool and "The Ballad 
of Persse O'Reilly," can be viewed as HCE and as such 
functions as the father-figure Mrs. Glasheen mentions.
One further speculation can tie the "father-as-consub- 
stantial-with-his-son" theme of the earlier works to 
Finnegans Wake. As mentioned before, Earwickers sons 
are the two personalities of the father, and the Viconian 
cycle foresees the sons becoming the father. But Parnell 
is further substantiation for the replacement or inter
change. In Book I, section iv, a trial is taking place. 
Peggy Festy is charged with some indiscretion, but the 
Four Judges find no one guilty. What becomes significant 
is that the trial appears to be the Commission impli
cating Parnell in the Phoenix Park murders: "But the 
spoils of hesitants, the spell of hesitency. His atake 
is it ashe, tittery taw tatterytail, hasitense humponadimply, 
. • . FW, 97.25-7). HCE (in the eighteen word acrostic 
of FW, 88.21-23) is first questioned, but tv/o pages 
later, Shaun takes the stand against his brother Shem:
"And Camellus then said to Gemellus: I should know you? 
Parfaitly. And Gemellus then said to Camellus: Yes, 
your brother? Obsolutely " (FW, 90.18-20). As the
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trial proceeds, "senior King of all, Pegger Pesty" takes 
an oath "afore God and all their honours and king's 
commons that . . .  he would swear to the Tierney of 
Dundalgan or any other Tierney" (FW, 91.1-9). This 
oath is reminiscent of HCE stammering "hoath to my sinn- 
finners . . . that there is not one tittle of truth"
(FW, 3 6 . 2 6 - 3 3 ) .^  But instead of HCE who "left the 
tribunal scotfree" (FW, 93*3), it is "Shun the Punman!: 
safely and soundly soccered" (FW, 93.13). Father and 
son intermix so freely that it is hard to distinguish 
who is on trial. The sins obviously are Earwicker's 
indiscretions in the Park, but it is the sons who re
enact the trial. This scrambling through the use of 
the Parnell-figure is quite orthodox in the Joyce canon.

By thus considering who Parnell is in Finnegans 
Wake, Joyce's last work need not be considered the 
anomaly in Joyce's canon that so many critics assume it 
is. The use of the Shem-Stephen character draws Joyce's 
ultimate picture of the exiled artist and provides 
continuity in the ironic undercutting of that introverted 
aloofness.

The use of Parnell as father-figure also links 
Finnegans Wake with the earlier works. But the dimension

See pages 60 and 61 above.49
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of this father-figure in Finnegans Wake significantly 
changes Parnell's function. As Finn MacCool, Parnell 
exhibits HCE's heroic, epic nature. But Parnell as the 
character in the "Ballad of Persse O'Reilly" manifests 
the non-heroic, the base elements of HCE. Serving thus 
as a synthesis for these diverse elements, Parnell 
(hero and cad) is HCE— universal man, significant no 
longer as Parnell but as man, qua man. As logical 
extension of the common man of Ulysses, Finnegans Wake 
can go that one step further— to the universal, which 
encompasses the uncommon as well as the common.

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

The use of Charles Stewart Parnell in the fiction 
of James Joyce thus provides a device for illustrating 
some facets of Joyce's literary method and demonstrating 
how, from the early works, those techniques undergo 
some change. The Parnell-figure at its most explicit 
and literal level in "Ivy Day in the Committee Room" 
and into the Portrait provides Joyce with a center of 
value by which he can evaluate the Irish National scene. 
This use of Parnell as Irish political hero (and through 
absence he becomes a god-like power) gives the early works
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a regionalism, a restriction in view that the later 
works lose. In the Portrait, although the figure is 
still used explicitly to expose the National scene against 
which the artist must revolt, Joyce is beginning to use 
the figure of Parnell for its symbolic (abstracted) 
dimension as in Dante's two brushes: "the green velvet 
back was for Parnell" (P, p. 7). Young Stephen's identi
fication with Parnell (through betrayal) begins the 
theme of the exiled artist which is extended through 
to Finnegans Wake, where Shem, the Forger, becomes the 
ultimate picture of the artist in exile. As Shem is 
identified with Parnell, he becomes Stephen, and, hence, 
Parnell provides continuity in character as well as in 
theme.

The Portrait, by indicating Stephen's father is 
Parnell as well as Stephen, anticipates Stephen's finding 
of Bloom in Ulysses. This finding-of-and-identifying- 
with-father-son motif continues to Finnegans Wake where 
identification gives way to replacement of father by sons. 
The inversion and humor in a Bloom-Parnell father-figure 
also illustrates Joyce's movement from regionalism to 
a position of more distance and proportion.

In Finnegans Wake, Joyce reaches the logical limit 
in his manipulation of the Parnell figure. As Stephen 
and as his father, Parnell links Finnegans Wake to the
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earlier works by showing a relation and continuity 
through character as well as through the theme of exiled 
artist and father-son motif. Functioning thus, Parnell 
is absent power and dramatic character. But the real 
significance of Parnell in Finnegans Wake is not as 
particular man, political hero or dramatic personage, 
but simply as a man, as human personality. In this 
universal r*ole, Parnell is both hero and cad, and as 
such, he is no more important or any less significant 
than any of the thousands of figures which attend 
Finnegans Wake.

50In a fascinating article, Mrs. Glasheen attempts 
to apply Vico's theory of history to Charles Stewart 
Parnell; she classifies Parnell as hero in Portrait, 
human in Ulysses, and divine in Finnegans Wake. Her 
classifications, while not wrong (each of Vico's ages 
has internal cycles, and, hence, Parnell could be human 
in a heroic age as well as heroic) could more profitably 
be applied in somewhat different order. It would seem 
that Parnell in Portrait is divine, that is a power; 
in Ulysses he takes on the heroic aspects of Odysseus 
and becomes a participating character; and in Finnegans 
Wake, Parnell as human, personality, exemplifies the

^Glasheen, "Three Ages of Parnell," pp. 151-178.
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human cycle. With this last cycle, one turns back to 
the Dubliners where Parnell is again a power, in the 
divine age. Thus through providing continuing themes 
and characters and giving Joyce a changing view-point, 
Charles Stewart Parnell adds a modern dimension to 
Joyce's use of myth as a means of ordering and unifying
his fiction.
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